


Train Your Team to Excel At Negotiation
Kirk Armstrong – Armstrong Sales Coaching 



Armstrong Sales 
Coaching
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Housekeeping

• 8:15-11:30am
• Interactive
• Casual & fun
• Add to your style
• Coachable & trainable-be 

open!
• Sell more, in less time
• Taking notes – a process
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Some key components
• A no-pressure system
• We ask questions, not make statements
• We qualify and disqualify.  It's not always a fit
• We mirror and match their styles
• We seek to understand, not to be understood, 

initially
• We do everything with permission, even asking 

questions
• We resist “pushing” and get them to discover 

they need us
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Examples of Phrases to Use With the Concierge 
Selling Method

• If you’re comfortable
• If you’re ok with it…
• Can I make a suggestion?
• Would you be ok if…?
• You know what we might do?
• It may not be the case here
• Where would you like to start?
• What would you like to accomplish?
• Mind if I ask you some questions?
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NEGOTIATING
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How to Keep Your Mindset Strongp g
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Decisions about DISCOUNTS that you need to make
1. YOU add value to the equation; every time
2. How your company delivers is worth more

3. You sell boats of high value.  Period.
4. Every time you discount, you are more 

susceptible to doing it again
5. When you discount, you are admitting, “It’s not 

worth full price”
6. When you discount, the customer loses faith and 

devalues the boat him/herself
7. When you discount you’re putting the company 

in jeopardy
8. The more opportunities in your pipeline, the less 

likely you are to discount
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• TIP: #1 Reason why salespeople fail at negotiation?
• TIP:  A salesperson’s job on a sales call (phone or in person) is…
• TIP : Why do we “get the one’s we get?”
• TIP:  Why don’t we “get the one’s we don’t get?”
• TIP:  Value is found when someone is in a state of “pain” or a state of “pleasure”
• TIP:  Stop trying to convince people
• TIP:  Never act on statements
• TIP:  Answering their questions only leads to unpaid consulting
• TIP:  No misunderstandings because of clichés
• TIP:  No slang
• TIP:  Product knowledge & experience should be only given in small doses

11 Negotiating Tips



Negotiating Techniques



STRUGGLE



GET SOMETHING
IN RETURN



GET SOMETHING
IN RETURN



START SMALLSTART SMALL



WAIT AS LONG AS YOU CAN



ALWAYS IN PERSON



ALWAYS IN PERSONWHEN YOU’VE GIVEN YOUR PRICE, SAY 
NOTHING AND WAIT…SAME IS TRUE 

WITH COUNTER OFFERS



WHEN YOU’VE GIVEN YOUR PRICE, SAY 
NOTHING AND WAIT…SAME IS TRUE 

WITH COUNTER OFFERS
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IN ORDER TO QUOTE

NEED:
• EMOTION (emotional reasons for buying)
• BUDGET 
• DECISION (the way they go about making decisions)
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IN ORDER TO QUOTE

EMOTION
1. Negative emotion towards the issue or the

incumbent
2. The gap between where they are and where 

they want to be
3. Awareness/admittance/consequences
4. Consequences have to be costing them 

significantly



EMOTION
AWARENESS QUESTIONS/STATEMENTS

1. Tell me about some of your concerns/what is exciting?
1. When you say ”you need more space in the cabin, 

what do you mean?”
2. Can you give me more details on that?
3. What have you found that addresses that so far?
4. What caused you to want to do this now?
5. What was it that caused you to want to speak 

specifically with us?
6. It might be more expensive for that.  Is that ok?



EMOTION
UNEARTHING QUESTIONS/STATEMENTS

1. How long has this been something you’ve been 
thinking about?

2. How many places have you been to so far?
3. What did they tell you?
4. Did your spouse/partner share the same concerns?
5. What has prevented you from finding what you’re 

looking for to this point?
6. How important is this to find right now?



EMOTION
CONSEQUENCE QUESTIONS/STATEMENTS

1. What happens if we find what you’re looking for but 
it’s a little more than you want to invest?

2. What are you actually concerned about because of 
this?

3. Do you feel I understand the issue?
4. Do you think we can help you with what we’ve 

shown you to this point?
5. Is it important that it get solved today?  Why?



BUDGET
ASKING BETTER BUDGET QUESTIONS

1. Without getting too specific, did you have an 
investment range set aside for the boat you’re looking 
for?

2. Can you share that with me, please?
3. If ”no”:  “Please don’t feel like you have to give me an 

exact number.  Boats like this can be in the $20-50,000 
range, depending on what you want.  Where do you 
feel more comfortable.  Closer to $20k or $50k?

4. Rule:  Before providing a quote, discuss it verbally



DECISION
DECISION PROCESS CHECKLIST

1. WHAT:  What type of decision are they going to 
make?

2. HOW:  How are they going to make it?
3. WHEN a): When will they be making the decision?
4. WHEN b):  When will they be executing the decision?
5. WHO:  Who will be involved in making the decision?
6. Y/N:  Will they be making a yes/no decision?

1. Let’s ask questions so we can conclude with a y/n
2. Discuss what happens if they can’t decide



• THEY ASK:  “What’s the difference between you and 
everyone else?”

EVERYTHING WE SAY
DIFFERENTIATES YOU…OR NOT

YOU SAY:  “Good question.  Usually people want to come in it’s because they aren’t’ 
simply looking for a boat.  They might be 
★ Concerned with getting the right advice
★ Upset with the level of service they’ve received from other marinas, or
★ Excited about finding the right boat, but don’t want to have it be a major 
undertanking

Do you share any of these types of concerns?
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1.If I told you, “NO”, what would happen then?
2.If I told you, “YES”, what would happen then?
3.Sure, what part of the project do you want me to take out?
4.Oh.  I’m sorry.  It sounds like you think we are all the same? 

(deliver with nurturing tonality and body language)
5.Can I tell you what I hear when people say that to me?

“CAN YOU MATCH THEIR PRICE?”



“CAN YOU MATCH THEIR PRICE?”

1.So, you think what we charge is too much?
2.Can I ask you something?  Why do you think “they” have to charge less?
3.Uh-oh.  Sounds like we might be done?
4.Is price really the best decision to be making right now? (after they told you about 

concerns)
5.You know, you can make the easy decision to say, “no” to the price, but keep in mind that 

you’re also saying “no” to all of the features you told me you liked.
6.If price really is your concern, let’s take a closer look at the investment (talk about value)
7.Can I ask you a very sensitive question?  Did you want this to work? (better be really 

nurturing with this one…!)
8.Probably not…is it over?



• Can I tell you what I hear when you say that?  You think 
we are all the same.  Is that a fair statement?

• “And…”    or, “Uh-huh…” or, “Ok…”
• It sounds like you would like to do something, but you’re 

not sure you’ll get the return?
• Thanks for telling me that.  Are you sharing that with me 

for a reason?
• Right.  Can I ask you a question?  Why do you think that 

is?
• Uh-oh.  Is it over?

“You’re more expensive then everyone else”



When the Prospect Asks or Says… You Ask or Say…
Handling Objections



When the Prospect Asks or Says… You Ask or Say…

How come it’s so expensive? Good question.  What do you mean 
by expensive?

We couldn’t find what we were 
looking for at the last place we went

Which boat do you think would be 
best for our situation?

Which boat is the best you have 
here?

Why is ”boat” more expensive than 
the other one?

Call me in a couple months

I have two other quotes lower than 
yours

Handling Pricing Objections



When the Prospect Asks or Says… You Ask or Say…

How come it’s so expensive? Good question.  What do you mean 
by expensive?

We couldn’t find what we were 
looking for at the last place we went

Thanks for sharing that with me.  
Even though they were less?

Which boat do you think would be 
best for our situation?

Which boat is the best you have 
here?

Why is ”boat” more expensive than 
the other one?

Call me in a couple months

I have two other quotes lower than 
yours

Handling Pricing Objections



When the Prospect Asks or Says… You Ask or Say…

How come it’s so expensive? Good question.  What do you mean 
by expensive?

We couldn’t find what we were 
looking for at the last place we went

Thanks for sharing that with me.  
Even though they were less?

Which boat do you think would be 
best for our situation?

Good question.  I have a suggestion, 
but it’s going to be more expensive

Which boat is the best you have 
here?

Why is ”boat” more expensive than 
the other one?

Call me in a couple months

I have two other quotes lower than 
yours
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Questions & Answers
Raise Your Hand to Ask a Question

OR
Open the MDCE App* 

and Select This Session to Submit a 
Question Using Your Smart Phone or Tablet.

*Haven’t downloaded the MDCE App yet? 
Visit your device’s App Store and search for MDCE 2018



Thank You!

Kirk Armstrong
Armstrong Sales Coaching

www.armstrongsalescoaching.com
kirk@armstrongsalescoaching.com

(248) 726-1090

For digital downloads of materials from this session, please visit
www.marinedealerconference.com/2018downloads






